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About This Game

Lemuria: Lost in Space is a unique adventure, full of mysteries, puzzles and
shocking discoveries. It's a combination of point 'n click adventure, RPG and

survival game.

Play VR edition - with free first-person movement and full HTC Vive support!

 Explore over 100 rooms of the spaceship, solve dozens of puzzles, find valuable resources and fight with security
turrets and other enemies patrolling the ship;

 Uncover the story of the lost crew of Lemuria 7. The ship has been missing for over 70 years - find out what exactly
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happened to them;

 Acquire new skills allowing you to hack computer terminals or even the spaceship network to avoid fighting with
patrolling robots;

 Challenge yourself in demanding mini-games that will test your logical thinking and maths skills;

 Feel the unique atmosphere of the abandoned spaceship with the original soundtrack, composed by Ree-D.

 Play now - free demo available.

The Lemuria 7 spaceship has been missing for over 70 years.
Now it is back in the Solar System, however there are no crew members on it. It's also unclear how the Lemuria 7 has returned

and why it has been seriously damaged.

In Lemuria: Lost in Space, you play as Abrix - the robot with AI that may operate in extreme temperatures, high levels of
radiation and that yields weapon and hacking modules in order to explore the whole ship.

Abrix has an ability to overrun security systems. The unique hacking mini-game will challenge your math, geographic and
logical thinking skills. There is no time to check Wikipedia - every mistake costs you valuable resources!

Abrix has a special software that allows him to upgrade himself during the mission. You need to be very careful - if you run out
of batteries or an anti-radiation cloak, the mission is aborted and the game is over.

In order to explore over 100 rooms of the spaceship, you'll need to solve dozens of puzzles, find valuable resources for the robot
and fight with security turrets and other enemies patrolling the ship.

Solving puzzles not only rewards you with priceless resources, but also uncovers the story of the lost crew of Lemuria 7. The
level of challenge depends on difficulty - so choose wisely or you'll need to start from scratch.
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The game demo is available now!

FAQ
Q - What is the diffrence between this game and original "Lemuria: Lost in Space"?

A - VR edition is remastered in many ways and now it contains:
  - Free first person movement with WASD and controller support,

  - Full HTC Vive VR support with intuitive GUI, smart teleportation system, very easy and ready to play fighting system
  - Easier to use items

  - Bug fixes

Q - My HTC Vive controllers are not working.
A - Turn off the game, go to SteamVR and make sure that controllers are on. Then start the game again.

Q - I can't start the game, Steam tells that it's already running.
A - Restart SteamVR, Steam client, and try to start the game again.

Q - Can I play without VR hardware?
A - You can play on any monitor, without VR hardware - using a mouse and keyboard or a controller.

Q - Do you plan to support diffrent VR hardware than HTC Vive?
A - We are working on porting the game to the next platforms and systems, but we can not promise at this time any specific

date.

Q - What are hardware requirements for playing with HTC Vive
A - Graphic: GeForce GTX 970 (AMD Radeon R9 290) or better

  CPU: Intel® i5-4590, AMD FX 8350, or better
  More: see HTC Vive Steam store page
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Title: Lemuria: Lost in Space - VR Edition
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, RPG
Developer:
EJRGames
Publisher:
EJRGames
Release Date: 4 Aug, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows Vista/7/8/10

Processor: Intel® Core™ i3-3210 or better

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 970 (AMD Radeon R9 290) or better

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 6 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX compatible

English,Polish
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never played a game like this. its simpler than zelda. i loved it. make sure to screenshot the regal pants. Had I written this review
when I first got this I'd have definitely recommended it. However, now there are lots of far better games to play in the 4x space
genre. If you don't have this yet... probably just grab Stellaris, or Distant Worlds: Universe they are everything this game is, plus
some.. i like the game but i only miss the REAL Nudity and the REAL Sexual Content but for the rest it's a great game (the leak
of Nudity and Sexual Content is in the pictures because they are cencored). Best tower defense game. I like it very much. Music
is ultra mighty and powerful.. RPG Maker 2003 is great for those who don't know what Ruby / Java scripting is.
The only scripting that would happen would be eventing (because eventing is almost if not as powerful as Ruby / Java Script).
I rate this 8.5/10 - SammyCat Studio's
. it heaps more fun with mods but still a great game
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small arcade game,i can agree that it might be too short
or that it isnt the best game out there but i totally disagree with
mostly negative reviews,it isnt that bad as community shows

In fact i had one pleasant hour playing it ..

- dont know if i will open it again in future (in terms of replayability)
- xbox pad is supported
- around 5-6 levels in story mode and it has arena mode
- easy game to 100% (for achievements)

(got it from bundle,10-20 cents but again its retail price isnt expensive). Am I proud that I've logged so much time in this game?
no, no I'm not. But you and I both know why we're on this page.

My biggest complaint is the eyes. They kinda freak me out in some of the cells.

Also, jsyk, game can be patched by adding an empty file with the right name to the local directory. It's in the community
guides.. A brilliant piece of software that enables people that have no real talent in drawing (like myself) to create amazing
pieces using only their imagination.

The game has two parts. In the 'puzzle' section one has to put elements in predetermined spaces and complete puzzles.
With each puzzle completed more elements are unlocked for future use in the 'creative' part of the game. More important is that
with each puzzle solved one understands how to use the creative part of the software.

The 'creation' part is of course where this game shines. Only limit is the imagination. One can write short stories, poems, haikus,
share work in social media,print work, create from large scale paintings down to miniatures and so on.

Note that you cannot draw lines with this software. You use elements and create paintings.

Music on the background adds to the traditional Chinese aesthetics of the game.

A huge plus is Steam Workshop Integrated where other users puzzles and works can be downloaded and solved.
All and all this game is becoming one my favorites. It is relaxing, easy to use and aesthetically pleasing!

. It is a nice relaxing puzzle platformer with a bit of a dark lining to it and which introduces new elements and grows as the game
progresses. You mainly control lights of different colours, and different coloured lights reveal different elements in the world,
among which are platforms and traps.

It is a fun game although I have a few complaints. Firstly, I must take this off my chest: the sounds the main character makes
when he dies are just NO... Secondly, some puzzles are quite frustrating, like expecting you to function like a clairvoyant
machine, predicting and remembering where certain platforms are placed and switching between lights at painstaking precision;
in those puzzles, it's essentially a matter of trial and error and memory, rather than being able to outsmart the game. Most
puzzles are brief and flow nicely between one and the other, and figuring out a seemingly impossible solution is enjoyable. If
you liked Braid, although more gothic in art-style and with a less (in-your-face) philosophical story to tell, you might enjoy this
game.. It won't even start. It opens a window on my monitor, as if it wants to play the game there, but that window is blank. It's
all black. On the Vive headset, it shows the game trying to start up, then it immediately goes back to the default Steam VR
environment. In the Steam VR window, it shows "ave br is unresponsive".. After 5 minutes I have already headache. ;). TL;DR
An incredibly fun and addicting super speed reflex game.

Your job in this game is to go fast. Really fast. Faster than your brain can think, kinds of fast. You need to avoid obstacles at
ridiculous speeds while trying your best to score some points for tricks along the way. This game is an arcade type game from
the start, just get a better highscore. But the way it's done is incredible and it really makes want to keep playing in a sort of "Just
One More Run" type of way.
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The game starts off pretty easy but gets progressively harder as you improve. This keeps the game feeling fresh even after long
play sessions because of how the game scales with you. Well most of the time that is. You'll start off at a low speed of 100 km/h
and slowly make your way up, but if you ever die you can respawn at the last 100 that you got up until 700 km/h (For instance,
you die at 450 km/h, the next you can start at 400 km/h rather than 100 km/h). This keeps the pacing of the game quite good,
for you don't have to be perfect in every lower speed level just you have a chance at the next high speed. Most of the time.

Now the reason I stated above, "This keeps the game feeling fresh even after long play sessions because of how the game scales
with you. Well most of the time that is." Is because after 700 km/h, the game can feel pretty dang hard on you if you want to get
a better speed. 700 is where the speed thing really ramps up and it can be unforgiving trying to reach 800 km/h, or worse, like
me at 1100 km/h. Since you can't start at 800 or 900, the game can be slog up until said point, making each run start off super
boring once your good enough and also make it impossible to make much progress in the higher speed levels. Quite a minor
nitpick, especially since most people don't try to get that high lol.

Another big gripe I have with the game is the glitches. Now there aren't many, but the ones that do happen can mess up an entire
run which can be quite annoying if they happen frequently. Specifically the texture/foliage??? ones. They spawn inside/in front
of the road and they completely block your view of upcoming turns and moves, sometimes completely killing good runs. They
don't happen crazy often, but often enough to where it can start to get really tiring.

But, these quite minor gripes don't make up for the huge amount of fun that I have had playing this game. The grind for a top
speed has been quite a rush and made a for a truly addicting experience.

*You see me flexing that #1 in world Poggers*. Now, as an European individual I did not get many of the refrences, since this
game mocks Russia. I have not finished the game yet, but I got 2 hours on it, and I think that's enough on a parody game. The
movement is slow, and weird. Car driving isn't that great. Some missions are hard as ♥♥♥♥, and the graphics aren't that great.
But one part that made me laugh like I never did since the latest TAWoG episode. The voice acting is straight up awesome and
humorous. The sounds in the game made me laugh uncontrolably for a few good minutes. The radio news are very sarcastic and
dry comedy is dripping from every line in the whole game. Now, if you want to have a laugh, then buy this game! If you're into
great games, then what are you doing here, on a parody game that's clearly GTA: VC but more comedy.

Now, I'll give this game the benifit of the doubt and recommend it since it's a parody and because of it's very funny dialogues.
Also, if you're a casual player and don't like playing hardcore, then you should not buy this, since there are some hard missions
to complete before you even reach halfway through the game. (!). I had a chance to round up my TowerFall buddies last night
and play Dynasty Feud in my living room using Steam Big Picture and a bunch of PS4 controllers. This game rocks. Dynasty
Feud combines the sustained, tactical tension we love about TowerFall's one-hit-kill mechanic with the stage and character
diversity of a Smash Bros. The "dynasty" mechanic--coming back to life as a new character with a different move set each time
you die--is brilliant. It constantly shifts the feel of each match, and adds an almost Overwatch-like strategic layer to "hero
selection" as you attempt to counter the other player's current fighter in real time. One of my friends is an illustrator, and he was
blown away by Dynasty Feud's character design, to the point where he was wishing there was a single-player campaign. I myself
could care less about story modes in brawlers, but it speaks to the strength of the characters that they make you naturally curious
about their back stories. The art style and overall tone reminds me of Guacamelee!, another favorite.

We're looking forward to our next play session. We unlocked all of the clans except for the aliens! Right now I'd say we're in
that fun discovery stage of a fighting game, learning each fighter's moves. Because the pace of the game is so fast (that's a good
thing), you may initially experience some frustrating spawns, where you basically die right away before you figure out what's
cool about your character. But when you do have that Eureka moment, like, "I can move around as this devastating tornado!,", "I
can reflect projectiles with my stubby punches", or "I have a shield instead of a dodge!", it's very rewarding. At first we thought
the supers were OP, but after some experimenting we realized you can dodge, and in some cases shield-block, the ultimate
abilities. If the game is this fun now, I can only imagine what it will be like when we know what we're doing.
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